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Name: Geraldine Murphy, Deputy Chair 

Email/phone number innercitywellington@gmail.com; 0274 507804 

On behalf of an organisation Inner City Wellington 

Yes, we want to speak to all Councillors at an oral hearing; morning is preferred 

Inner City Wellington’s submission on the draft Long Term Plan 2018-2028 

Summary of key points of our submission  

 Propose new initiatives to (in addition to the existing Building Heritage Incentive Fund and the 

URM facades and parapets support) to support all owners facing mandatory seismic 

strengthening. 

o $9m over 10 years for programme and advisory support, funding support for specialist 

advice, and supporting heritage earthquake-prone buildings. 

o $5m to establish a lender of last resort facility where owners in a body corporate 

environment cannot access funding and the project is at the point of confirming finance 

to enable the project to progress and avoid forced sales. 

 Support for the water and wastewater resilience measures in the inner city and propose that the 

wastewater upgrades be brought forward ahead of Shelly Bay given the developments are 

already using holding tanks. 

 Support the housing initiatives with: 

o reservations that the proposed focus will not create diverse communities. We believe 

the narrative should be about ‘living environments’ (which includes green space) not just 

housing to deliver a people-centred city 

o concerns of the potential conflict of interests with the Special Housing Vehicle and 

owners of earthquake prone buildings who are facing having demolition or selling to a 

developer 

 Do not support the proposal to introduce weekend parking fees (15 respondents agreed that 

free weekend parking should not be removed, with 5 in favour).  

o Eighteen of the 20 respondents agreed that the people paying the Downtown Levy 

should have a say in how the money collected via the levy is spent.  

 Concerns about the lack of a framework to underpin the broader housing initiatives to ensure 

diverse and resilient communities can establish and be sustainable and the vacuum that will be 

created during three years of a Comprehensive District Plan Review.  

 Propose a new initiative to create a green space on the eastern side of the Vivian and Victoria 

Sts intersection, given the success of the small green space of the revamped Denton Park.  

 Support the additional funding for purposeful daytime activities for people on the street, and 

propose that the ability to earn additional income is a priority criteria, and that Council should 

establish a team to support its existing Cleaning resources.  
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Priority Area: Resilience1 

New initiative required: Financial support for all owners facing mandatory seismic strengthening 

Proposal: That $9m of proposed funding is re-allocated over 10 years to: 

 Establish an advisory service and programme management assistance to assist those body 

corporates that are struggling to progress; estimate $225,000 pa (based on Nov 2017 costs 

for programme management for URM facades and parapets work). If, after one year, there 

is no demand, transfer the funds equally between the two measures below and the existing 

Built Heritage Incentive Fund. 

 Provide a fund of $560,000 pa for body corporates (on behalf of owners), non-commercial 

owners, and small independent business owners of non-heritage earthquake prone buildings 

to access specialist advice in the same manner that heritage buildings have been able to for 

many years. 

 Increase the Building Heritage Incentive Fund by $115,000 pa to recognise the increased 

costs associated with the constraints around heritage.   

Note: this re-allocation of $9m is in addition to the funds already committed to the BHIF and URM 

façade and parapet work. The $9m is re-allocated from operational funding for: Strategic planning 

and District Plan Review ($6m), SHIP ($1m), Predator Free Wellington ($1m), Great Harbour Way 

($1m). 

Proposal: that $5m is used to establish a lender of last resort facility to enable seismic strengthening 

projects at risk of stopping to continue. Criteria should cover: 

 owners in a body corporate that is at the point of having to confirm finance to enable the 

strengthening project to progress and confirm contracts  

 owners in earthquake-prone building who can provide evidence they cannot access finance 

through retail channels or through savings 

 evidence of the owner’s share of the funding costs should be confirmed by the body 

corporate. 

The $5m will be funded by deferring the zoo capital upgrades to later years 

Proposal: that a review is undertaken to: 

 provide more flexibility in the rates rebate for a vacated building. Where a building can be 

safely partially occupied, the rates rebate could be adjusted based on the space being used. 

This would avoid additional rental costs which would not be covered by the rebate that was 

provided. The formula for calculating the rebate should be included in the remission policy. 

 compare the costs to strengthen heritage and non-heritage buildings incurred by applicants 

for the rates rebate(following removal from the EQPB List) to inform whether the costs each 

owner is paying justifies the shorter period for non-heritage buildings.  

Rationale: 

                                                             
1
 There were 20 responses to the ICW survey. The majority of respondents (18) supported the submission, two 

skipped the question. Comments are included in the submission.  
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The lack of any substantive initiatives to progress and widen funding and other support for all 

owners facing mandatory seismic strengthening is unacceptable.  

ICW received a response to our survey describing the challenges being faced by owners 
in a non-heritage earthquake prone building. This example explains why these 
proposals are urgently needed.  
Councillors, we urge you to read Appendix 1 to fully understand what owners are 
facing. 

 

At the 9 November 2017 City Strategy Committee meeting, Councillors agreed to ‘investigate a 

targeted rate to assist and encourage all earthquake prone building owners to access funding to 

secure unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings and seismic structural strengthening and that this 

investigation includes considerations around appropriate timeframes, equitability and suitable 

criteria to access funding and financial risk to Council. Officers will report back to Councillors in 

December 2017 with a detailed proposal’.  

There was not a December report-back and ICW was advised that it would be included as part of the 

LTP process. This has not occurred. The Statement of Service Provision (p61) under Support for 

Owners of Earthquake Prone Buildings says that ‘We plan to investigate options for a pilot to grow 

our resilience to a seismic event’. There is no detail on this and as there are no costs tagged to it, it is 

hard to see how much tangible support it will provide. Owners do not need a pilot. 

New initiatives2 

ICW submits that all ratepayers have a responsibility to contribute towards achieving a public safety 

outcome for both heritage and non-heritage buildings. The new initiatives of programme 

management/advisory support and specialist advice funding recognise that owners of non-heritage 

buildings are also contributing to public good outcomes. Projects are taking longer and costing more 

because Council is not supporting all its ratepayers. Providing rates rebates, which are only available 

once the work is completed, is inequitable given the support that heritage earthquake-prone 

buildings have received and continue to receive. 

The new initiative of the lender of last resort responds to public and councillor demands that 

buildings are strengthened as fast as possible. But if some owners cannot access the funds, the 

project stalls. ICW has information of at least 7 owners in three body corporates that are facing this 

dilemma and the Body Corporates are at the point of confirming funds. ICW has been advised that 

costs for some owners are between $300,000 - $400,000. The only option for the Body Corporates is 

to force a sale, which will begin a lengthy and stressful process and more costs for everyone.  

ICW continues to lobby central Government for a lender of last resort facility; we believe it should 

front up. But there is an immediate need in Wellington and a Council-based facility could be 

established more quickly to enable projects to proceed. A council-based facility could be an interim 

measure or be the interface for a central government facility given the rates payment relationship 

that exists.  

                                                             
2 The criteria for use of operational and capital funding are not readily accessible in the LTP documentation 
and ICW expects that Council will focus on the intent of and drivers for the proposals and re-allocate between 
the operational and capital funds identified for these proposals. 
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ICW submits that the proposal for the Wellington Zoo upgrades to house snow leopards and 

cheetahs at $9.7m over 10 years is not a priority given the financial and technical challenges that a 

few owners are facing to fund their share of mandatory seismic strengthening to achieve public 

safety outcomes for the Wellington public and visitors. Our proposal prioritises helping private 

owners fund public good outcomes that will benefit the city over a ‘nice to have’. 

In their responses to ICW questions of candidates for the 2016 local body elections, the Mayor, 

Councillors Pannett, Dawson and Foster all supported the establishment of WCC investigating 

funding mechanisms for a lender of last resort. Clr Young had reservations. The Mayor and all 

councillors supported the establishment of an advisory service to support body corporates to 

progress project. But nothing has happened.  

Additional funding for the BHIF 

We have allocated an additional $115,000 to provide additional funding for the BHIF and challenge 

the councillors to review other operational budgets to release more funds if the heritage value is 

important to them and the public.  

ICW would not support any reductions to the new initiatives for non-heritage earthquake-prone 

buildings as heritage building owners have been able to apply to the BHIF for some time, and non-

heritage building owners have had little substantial support.3 

Financial ‘incentive’ measures 

Non-heritage earthquake-prone building owners are told this is the only ratepayer support they are 

eligible for. The rates rebate most accessible for individual owners is only available after the work is 

completed.  

Data provided by Council shows that the number of residential applications (9) to access the rates 

rebates after strengthening is completed is much lower than for commercial applications (30). For 

some owners, this could be because the expected value of the rebate is not worth the cost of the 

valuation and effort of negotiation with Council for only 3 years. Further data and analysis is 

required to determine the actual rates rebate for owners.  

The low number of residential applications may also reflect that body corporates and owners in 

residential earthquake-prone buildings are struggling to progress these projects. Hence the need for 

the proposed initiatives. 

The building consent subsidy was an average of $576 dollars across 28 buildings, when the 

constructions costs alone are often in the several hundreds of thousands for some buildings and into 

the millions for others, with the full costs much more. One owner was required to vacate the whole 

building to access the rates rebate, when this wasn’t necessary for the work to be completed. The 

work would take at least six months (probably longer) and the rebate would not cover the rental 

costs for another venue so the operation closes. 

                                                             
3 Two respondents to the survey supported the BHIF being provided with additional funds in recognition of the 
public good values and additional constraints placed on them. ICW supports this, provided that it does not 
result in ICW’s seismic strengthening initiatives being reduced and non-heritage earthquake prone buildings 
being omitted from any additional support. 
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Water and wastewater resilience 

ICW supports the water storage capacity and network improvement and wastewater network 

improvement for the central city. Developments in the central city are already installing storage 

tanks because the existing capacity is inadequate.  

The timeframe for the wastewater upgrades in the central city should be brought forward to Yrs 1-3 

given the high-density development that has occurred (with storage tanks), the approved 

developments in the pipeline, and more being encouraged through this LTP. The Shelly Bay 

development should be moved to Yrs 4-7.  

Priority: Housing  

Strategic Housing Investment Plan  

We support the initiative to increase social and affordable housing in the inner city by working with 

central government and development partners. 

We believe Council needs to change its narrative from ‘housing’ to ‘living environments’. The 

Warrant-of-Fitness model of ‘dry, safe and warm’, while important, is not the end goal that we need 

to aim for. We need to move from the provision of space for human habitation to the provision of 

space for an enriching life experience; from a building and development focus, to a truly people-

centred city. 

We have reservations about the intention to ‘make better use of existing Council land and housing 

sites’ without an explicit statement that it will not include existing recreational spaces or green 

areas, and in the absence of any statement about intentions to provide green space in the 

immediate neighbourhood of future developments.  

We continue to be concerned that Council is focusing on 1 and 2 bedroom units (based on previous 

discussions) which effectively excludes families and extended family groups to live in the inner city 

and help create a diverse community.  

Inner city building conversions 

Many of our members live in inner city building conversions. We support the continuation of 

conversions as a sustainable model of creating housing by repurposing existing buildings. 

We are concerned that Council will ignore basic functionality and liveability requirements (eg, rooms 

that provide adequate space for normal living, reasonable storage space, internal rubbish and 

recycling facilities, communal spaces and resilience features, such as water storage).  

We are also concerned that the developments will not result in a mix of apartment configurations in 

each building to support the development of diverse communities within vertical neighbourhoods. 

Diverse communities include singles and couples (young , older and retirees), young families and 

older families, students, young professionals, self-employed, older professionals. 
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Special Housing Vehicle (Urban Development Agency) 

We remain concerned that this agency and Council as its owner will have a conflict of interest when 

owners of earthquake prone buildings find it is uneconomical to strengthen and are faced with 

demolition, undertaking a development themselves or selling to a developer. There is a risk that 

these owners will be a target for such an agency. 

Council has the role of approving resource consents and building consents and exerts that to make it 

difficult when an owner wishes to demolish an earthquake prone building without immediate plans 

to rebuild, despite the public safety drivers of the legislation on earthquake prone buildings.  

If Council intends to operate in this space it must set high standards to create socially and 

environmentally more sustainable ‘living’ options for itself and any partnerships with 

developers/investors.  

A key criterion for this agency must be to require open green space to be allocated as part of ‘major 

housing capital projects’ and ‘urban regeneration projects’ in the inner city. Open green space 

includes grass – concrete expanses with trees and planter boxes or green walls are not open green 

space.  The revamped Denton Park shows the green space doesn’t have to be big to make a 

difference.  

Priority Area: Transport 

Introduction of weekend parking fees 

We do not support the proposal to introduce weekend parking fees. Despite the Mayor’s assurance 

that consultation occurred, we have not received any data in response to our request for 

information on who was consulted, what was asked and the response. Councillor Marsh said4 that 

the proposal to remove the free weekend parking was because the spaces were used by the staff of 

the retail shops resulting in insufficient turnover of carparks, but no data is available to support that.  

Fifteen respondents to our survey did not support the removal of the free weekend parking, with 

five supporting the removal. Eighteen respondents agreed that the people who paid the Downtown 

Levy (ie, the property owner or the lease/tenant who paid the rates) should have a say in how the 

money collected via the levy is spent. One respondent noted that this should not be a veto, but 

those who paid should be consulted. 

We submit that the property owners and the businesses that pay the targeted Downtown Levy must 

all be consulted directly. The payment of weekend carparking was one of the primary drivers for the 

establishment of the Downtown Levy to help retailers and support the hospitality sector. Since its 

introduction the Levy has been increased and its application broadened to fund a number of 

initiatives without any direct input from those who are paying for it: 

 100% Retail support free weekend parking 

 50% Wellington Regional Economic Development Agency 

 40% Wellington Convention Centre 

 100% Long Haul Airline Attraction 

                                                             
4 At the Residents and Progressive Associations meeting on the Long Term Plan.  
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 25% Galleries and Museums 

 70% Visitor attractions - Te Papa/Carter Observatory 70%)  

Commercial property owners and business ratepayers in the Downtown Levy area are paying twice 

or three times for some items through the general rates, the commercial targeted rate and the 

downtown levy rate. Only one of these items is targeted directly at retailers and the hospitality 

sector. 

The Council says that the other initiatives bring visitors to Wellington which helps the retailers and 

hospitality sector. The reality is that locals are the bread and butter for retailers and the visitors are 

the icing on the cake, but not something that can be relied on. If this support goes, what other 

support is there for all retailers? One respondent said that ‘free parking is the only saviour for 

restaurants and cafes in the city, already there are too many little pop-up stalls’. Another 

respondent suggested the $1.4m should be used to subsidise public transport on the weekends to 

incentivise its use. 

Cuba St retailers have previously raised concerns about the lack of Xmas effort now that the focus is 

primarily on Lambton Quay and the big Xmas tree on Courtenay Place. Feedback from smaller 

retailers is that the OurCBD meetings are no longer a forum to raise issues that are affecting their 

businesses.  

Other business communities in Wellington have established Business Improvement Districts, pay a 

targeted rate, and have a say in how the funds are used. Inner city businesses do not. ICW challenges 

WCC to consult with those paying the Downtown Levy on the purpose and equity of the current 

practice.  

Priority Area: Sustainable Growth 

Planning for Growth 

We have concerns about the lack of a framework to underpin the broader housing initiatives to 

ensure there is mixed development across the inner city of social, affordable and market-price 

housing and design parameters around medium and high density housing. There will be at least 

three years of discussion before any changes are made – and in the meantime, people- and 

community-centred development is taking a back seat.  

‘Planning for Growth’ does not provide the holistic outcome that is needed. As mentioned earlier, 

Council needs to be focusing on creating ‘living environments’ not just developments of buildings.  

Council must progress a change to the District Plan that more readily enables it to set basic 

requirements to achieve the appropriate mix of residential options to buy and rent, resilience and 

sustainability features, open green space in exchange for extra height and/or bulk.  

There are numerous examples of guidelines that can be used as the basis for Wellington without 

having to start from scratch: 

 Housing NZ’s Urban Design and Development Guide 

 NSW’s Apartment Design Guide 

 Republic of Ireland’s Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments  
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There has been a trend towards single type developments (eg, 64 studio units on Karo Drive, 114 

one bedroom/studio dual key units on Dixon St, 50 one bedroom or one bedroom/studio dual key 

on Vivian St). While there is a need for studios and one bedroom apartments, homogenous 

developments are unlikely to support the establishment and sustainability of diverse communities in 

these developments, which is an initiative of the Council. 

This type of development has the potential to increase the numbers of short-term rentals (ie, AirBNB 

type) in a building and in the city at the expense of other configurations that offer longer-term 

rentals and purchase options and the creation of communities.  

The proposed new measure ‘hectares of green space per capita’ is too blunt as it includes green 

space that will not be readily accessible for inner city residents without a car, with a family, people 

with disabilities and those relying on public transport to access. The measure needs to reflect 

accessibility for diverse residents in their local neighbourhoods.  

Proposal: Council uses $1m from the Cycle Way Master plan if capex is required or from the SHIP 

operational funding and creates green open space on the concrete expanse on the east side of 

Victoria St at the Vivian St intersection.5 

Community Support – Statement of Service Provision – $100,000 additional funding support 

programmes that provide purposeful day activity for people on the street 

We support the additional funding for these programmes. We understand the criteria for the grants 

to be: 

 Is the programme taking people off the streets? 

 Are participants doing something purposeful? (The Community Garden and Regenerate 

Magazine were given as examples) 

 Does it lead to other opportunities for participants going forward? 

We believe an additional criterion should be whether the initiative provides participants with a 

means of earning some money. This would need to take a similar approach to the Regenerate 

magazine model to prevent any additional income affecting an individual’s benefit. 

Priority should be given to initiatives that provide participants with income as that is the primary 

reason for people begging.  

We believe Council should consider establishing a team from these participants who want to assist 

the Council cleaning team, which would provide a valuable service to the city picking up litter.  

  

                                                             
5 One respondent to the survey did not support replacing the concrete on the Vivian/Victoria St corner with 
grass, provided that the garden in that area and along Victoria St are better planted and maintained as they 
are often full of weeds, rubbish and bare patches. 
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Appendix 1: Response to ICW’s survey from on owner managing a seismic strengthening project in 

a small non-heritage body corporate 

As an owner of an apartment in a non-heritage earthquake prone building of 6 units in the suburb of 

Brooklyn, we face many challenges:  

1. Our first set of engineers led us on a "journey". We found out after the principal's death, 

that he was under investigation. $20k in fees later, we are in no better position.     

2. With 2 owners offshore and others in retirement, the BC sought to get project management 

resource to move things along. None of us are construction/engineering experts, so are 

really out of our depths in this process. After an RFI process, we were unsuccessful in gaining 

project management resource, as we are too small for the big players and the rest are too 

busy.  

3. We have now successfully engaged a second engineer to begin the process again. We have 

only had success in this, as he is the friend of one of the owner's and is semi-retired and has 

time. There isn't enough quality resource around and who to ask?     

4. Three owners are in/or semi-retired with limited funds and are of an age where they have 

no interest in spending time on this. They know no one will lend for the works when 

construction comes and this causes all of us to be stuck. I fear when the deadline comes, we 

will get fined punitively by the council as a recent case of a property owner in Petone. 

Government has not at all thought through the implications of this change in the Building 

Act on normal home-owners. The lack of support is irresponsible.  

5. No organisation, including council, has been able to give us a list of preferred suppliers to 

engage with, to aid us with this undertaking. All this costs money by stumbling through, 

which has been our experience to date. If we were made aware before the fact that our first 

set of engineers was under investigation, we would never have sought their advice.    

In summary:     

1. More sources of funding/rebates are required from central/local government for all 

earthquake prone building owners. Not all of us are commercial property owners or live in 

heritage buildings. Someone needs to step in when normal funding is unavailable (i.e. retail 

banking). I know for a fact banks won't lend on apartments with an NBS <67%. At the 

moment we have no other option?  

2. Specialised assistance/resources (i.e. Project Management, Engineering and Construction) 

need to be provided. It's really hard for small residential blocks who don't have "clout" to 

access these resources in a constrained market.     

3. WCC need to stop hitting us with a stick. We have been instructed to undertake a massive 

construction project without being provided with any support whatsoever. It's time they 

work with affected building owners to achieve the desired result. 
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